In the Spring Terms 3 and 4, Upper 2 will be working on the
following topics and themes for sessions.

English

Maths

Topic for the two terms is ‘Animals’
pupils will look at verbs, adjectives,
nouns, syllables and the differences
between commands and statements. This
will be done using a variety of different
texts including Poetry by Roger McGough
and Fantastic Mr Fox by Roald Dahl.

Shape, position and direction including
number problem solving.
In the first half of the term we will be
looking at shapes in 2 and 3 dimensions,
including the properties of each shape,
we will be looking for different shapes
and how they are used when out in the
community.
In the second half of the term we will be
focusing on position and direction, we will
be using our map reading skills and trying
out coordinates.

Computing

PSD

Information technology- Pupils will look
at the internet and how we can use
pictures, text and sounds in our own
Microsoft documents. Pupils will also
develop their skills at copying and
pasting and saving and retrieval. The
class will also continue to focus on
internet safety.
Pupils will look at daily routines and
activities they take part on a daily basis.
Pupils will also look at managing social
behaviours and identifying situations in
which they may need to interact with
others.

Pupils will Participate in planning and
preparing a simple meal. Pupils will also
Identify items which need to be bought
regular for daily living and describe how
to contribute to a healthy living.
Pupils will be working on an enterprise
activity throughout the 2 terms they will
each be given a job title and expected to
manage their own staff, all whilst hoping
to turn the £10 start-up money into
much more.
Pupils will find out about facilities
available at a range of different types
of community facilities. Pupils will also
look at healthy living and what can be
done to contribute to a healthy lifestyle.

